






Comprehension Rubric (BC)—Grade 5
Name Date Title 
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Line Master 4: BC Rubric

Adapted from the BC Performance Standards for Reading Information

Category
Not Yet Within
Expectations

Meets Expectations
(Minimal Level)

Fully Meets
Expectations

Exceeds
Expectations

Snapshot Needs support to
read and respond 
to straightforward
information. Work is
incomplete, confusing,
or inaccurate, and
with little or no
appropriate evidence
or explanation.

Able to read and
respond to straight-
forward information;
may need some help
to complete assigned
tasks. Work is usually
accurate, but may 
be vague in places
and focus on surface
meaning; lacks detail,
evidence, and support.

Able to read and
respond to straight-
forward information
and complete
assigned tasks 
independently. Work
is generally accurate,
clear, detailed, and
complete, with
appropriate evidence
and support.

Able to read and
respond to straight-
forward information,
and complete
assigned tasks 
effectively. Work is
precise, accurate, 
and thorough, with
convincing evidence
and support.

Comprehension, Accuracy (main ideas and details; inferences and interpretations)

Accurately identifies
main ideas

Does not identify
most main ideas; 
may be unable to 
distinguish between
main ideas and 
supporting details

Accurately identifies
most main ideas; 
may be vague or
general in places

Accurately identifies
main ideas; tends 
to rely on words 
of the text

Accurately and 
concisely identifies
main ideas; often
using own words 
to make a precise
statement

Provides accurate, 
relevant, and com-
plete supporting
details

Provides little 
supporting detail;
often incomplete,
confusing, or 
inaccurate

Locates and records
some specific 
supporting details;
may be vague or
omit a great deal 
of information

Locates and records
specific supporting
details for each 
main idea

Locates and records
the most appropriate
details for each main
idea; precise

Draws reasonable
inferences and 
conclusions about
people and events,
supported by text
evidence and 
logical reasoning

Offers few or no 
reasonable inferences;
may be illogical,
unsupported, or retell
(rather than 
interpreting) 

Offers some evidence
of inferences, but
may omit evidence
and/or explanations,
or generalize beyond
what is reasonable 

Makes reasonable
inferences, supported
by evidence and/or
explanations

Shows insight; 
makes and supports
inferences with 
convincing evidence
and/or explanations

Making Connections (synthesizing/connecting ideas within text; making connections beyond text)

Synthesizes key 
information and 
ideas in a new form
(e.g., newspaper
headlines; charts; 
diagrams, writing 
in-role, new titles)

Does not synthesize
information into ade-
quate representations
or responses

Synthesizes some
information in a new
form; may focus on
limited information
and rely on words 
of the text

Synthesizes important
information and ideas
in a new form

Effectively synthesizes
the most important
information and 
ideas in a new form

Makes and explains
logical connections
between the current
text and other 
information 

Has difficulty telling
how the information
is like or unlike 
other information
they know

Tell some ways 
the information 
in a passage is like 
or unlike other infor-
mation they know
about the topic

Makes logical con-
nections between
new information 
and what they
already know; gives
some explanation

Makes logical 
connections; often 
compares, questions,
or evaluates new
information in terms
of prior knowledge
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